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ScholComm Initiative at MSState
• Open Access
• Open Educational Resources
• Institutional Repository
• Data Management Services
• Copyright 
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Our Journey to Uncover the Issues 
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Investigating OA at MSState
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UMN Tool
• Partially adapted from 
ACRL/ARL Scholarly 
Communication Institutes
• Two-part document, 
10 pages total 
• Focused on author’s rights
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Modifications
• Pared down to two-pages
• Divided into three steps
• Reduced involvement 
from Departments
• Aimed at orienting 
liaisons with OA issues 
and tools
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Three-Step Process
• Step One: Overview 
• Completed by liaisons
• DOAJ, SherpaRomeo, Simmons Repository Wiki, JCR/SJR
• Step Two: Analyze
• Completed by select liaisons
• Faculty CVs
• Step Three: Interview
• Completed by liaisons with OA Committee involvement
• Interview with department heads or library reps
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Resources Available
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Demo OA Assessment Tool
(PDF)
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Results of Step One at MSState
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Results of the Campus Survey
• Step One completed Fall 2015
• Data analysis, Spring 2016
• 18 liaisons provided 32 responses for 27 out of 
50+ departments
• 7 in Arts & Humanities
• 13 in Social Sciences
• 13 in STEM
27/50+
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Results of the Campus Survey
21 / 32
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Results of the Campus Survey
English
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Arts & Humanities:
Classics, English Literature, 
Music, Linguistics
Social Sciences:
Criminology, Sociology,  
Experimental Psychology,  
Clinical Psychology, Public 
Administration
STEM:
Physics & Astronomy, 
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Challenges
• Problems with definitions (OA options)
• Gold (fully OA journal)
• Hybrid (some OA articles in a subscription journals)
• Green (OA by way of archiving pre- and post-prints)
• Institutional adoption 
• Competing priorities
• Response rate (27 Departments out of 50+)
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Future Steps
1. Meeting with liaisons to gather further feedback
2. Choosing departments for Step Two and Three
• Disciplines that are counter-intuitive
• STEM with no OA options
• Arts & Humanities that do have OA options
• Disciplines suggested by liaisons
3. Investigating fields that do not have disciplinary repositories
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Thank you!
MSState ScholComm Initiative Details + OA Assessment Tool: 
guides.library.msstate.edu/scholcomm
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